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ON CERTAIN PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
OF FINITE ODD TYPE

A. ALEXANDROU HIMONAS

Abstract. Let P be a linear partial differential operator of order m > 1 with

real-analytic coefficients defined in fi , an open set of R" , and let y be in the

cotangent space of Í2 minus the zero section. If P is of odd finite type k

and if the Hörmander numbers are 1 = kx < k2 , k2 odd, then P is analytic

hypoelliptic at y . These operators are not semirigid.

Introduction

In this paper we present a microlocal analytic hypoellipticity result for a class

of linear partial differential operators of finite type with real-analytic coefficients.

The assumption is that the type of the operator is an odd positive integer k and

that there are two Hörmander numbers kx, k2 with 1 = kx < k2 and k2 is

odd. The main difference between this result and previous results obtained by

the author is that the operators here may not be semirigid. Therefore we view it

as a partial result of the more general problem of giving necessary and sufficient

conditions for microlocal analytic hypoellipticity of operators of finite type. For

CR structures a version of this problem has been recently solved by Tumanov

[10] (sufficient conditions) and Baouendi-Rothschild [1] (necessary conditions).

In the analytic case the necessity was proved in [2].

The condition used in [10] is a condition at a point in the base space called

the minimality condition. An analytic C7? structure is minimal at a point if

it is of finite type at this point . For C°° C7? structures finite type implies

minimality but not vice versa. The finite type condition used in this paper is

microlocal.

The new difficulty that arises in the proof of this result is that the phase

function may contain terms of degree less than k which is the degree of the

terms that result from the type of the operator. To make these lower degree

terms negligible, we choose a special good contour and we use a more general

sufficient condition than the one used in [6].
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1. Definitions and statement of result

Let P = P(y, D) be a linear partial differential operator (p.d.o.) of order

m > 1 with complex-valued real-analytic coefficients defined in an open neigh-

borhood Q. of y0 £ R" . We denote by Pm(y, r¡) its principal symbol with

px(y, t]) = $iPm(y, r]) the real part and p2(y, n) = %Pm(y, r¡) the imaginary

part. Also, let y = (y0, %) £ T*Q- 0 be a characteristic point for P and

assume that P is of principal type at y , i.e., Pm(y) = 0 and grad Pm(y) j1 0.

If 7 = (i,, ..., if is a sequence of |7| = j elements which are either 1 or 2

then we denote by

P,= {pij,{plj_i,...,{pÍ2,P¡¡}...}}

the repeated Poisson bracket of px and p2 associated to 7.

The p.d.o. is said to be of finite type k = k(y) at y (Egorov [4], Hörmander

[7], Kohn [8]) if p,(y) = 0 for all 7 with \I\ < k, and if p,(y) # 0 for all 7

with \I\ = k.
Now we shall recall the definition of Hörmander numbers (see also [6]) for

a p.d.o.   P of finite type k, k ^ 2. Let X = r]x-£- -\-1- t]n-£- and VQ =

span{X(y)} in Ty(T*Rn). We define

kx = kx(y) = min{\I\ :\I\<k/2 and Hpj(y) i i/}.

Here 77 is the Hamilton vector field of p,. We let Vx = span{77p (y) :

\I\ ^ kx, X(y)}, and we define the multiplicity dx of kx by dx = dimF, -

dim V0 . We proceed inductively. We assume that the numbers kx, ..., kv ,

their multiplicities dx, ..., dv , and the spaces Vx, ..., Vv have been defined

and we define

kv+x = min{|7| : |7| < k/2 and Hp(y) i VJ,

Vv+X = span{Hp¡(y) : |7| < kv+x, X(y)}   and   dv+l = dim Vv+X - dim Vv .

The Hörmander numbers kx, ..., kr are the numbers defined above, counted

with their multiplicities. It is easy to see that the assumption that P is of

principal type at y implies that kx = 1 .

Now we shall state our result.

Theorem 1.1. Let P be a linear p.d.o. with real-analytic coefficients defined in

f2, «a« open set of Rn, and y £ T*Çl - 0. If P is of odd finite type k and if the

Hörmander numbers are 1 = kx < k2, k2 odd, then P is analytic hypoelliptic

at y.

We recall that P is analytic hypoelliptic at y iff m is analytic at y whenever

Pu is analytic at y. A distribution u defined near y0 e Rn is said to be

analytic at y (see Sjöstrand [9]) iff

e-ix"-Mx-yfX(x)u(x)dx
7r"

< ce~M/c
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for all y near y0 and all r\ in a conic neighborhood of t]0. Here x is in

C~(R") and equal to 1 near yQ.

The Hörmander numbers kx, k2, and k are invariant under a symplectic

change of coordinates, since they are defined by the repeated Poisson brackets

of px and p2 and since symplectic changes of coordinates preserve Poisson

brackets. By straightforward computations one can show that these numbers

are also invariant under a multiplication by an elliptic symbol.

If P is a vector field in R3 then a typical example that Theorem 1.1 applies

is

dyx

k,-\  d d
y? dy-2+Pk-i^yi)Wi

where k and k2 are positive odd integer with 1 < k2 < k/2, and pk_x ^ 0 is a

homogeneous polynomial of weight k-l for the weights (kx, kf). Here kx = 1

and it corresponds to the variable yx , k2 corresponds to the variable y2, and k

corresponds to the variable y3. The point y = (y0, rjf), where y0 = (0, 0, 0)

and t]0 = (0, 0, ±1). By Theorem 1.1 it follows that P is analytic hypoelliptic

at y . In fact, the vector field P above is analytic hypoelliptic at 0 since at the

characteristic points of the form y = (0, nf , t]0 = (0, r\2, nf with rç2 # 0, P

is analytic hypoelliptic by Theorem 1.4 in [6]. Note when tj0 = (0, 0, ±1) then

P is not semirigid at y .

2. Proof of Theorem 1.1

We start by reducing the p.d.o. P microlocally near y to a classical analytic

pseudodifferential operator of order one, which we will denote again with P,

with principal symbol in the form

Piy,») = r¡x + ip2iy,n'),        n = (nx,n'),

where p2 is a holomorphic function, positively homogeneous of degree one in

r\   and

(2.1) y = (yQ,n0),        y0 = (0,...,0)£R",  r,0 = (0,...,l)£Rn.

This reduction is standard for operators of principal type (see [5]) and at the

level of principal symbols it is done by using the implicit function theorem and

a multiplication by an elliptic symbol.

If, in addition, the Hörmander numbers of the operator P are as in the as-

sumptions of Theorem 1.1 then by Proposition 2.2 in [6] we obtain the following

normal form for the principal symbol of our p.d.o. P.

Lemma 2.1. 7/7' is as in Theorem 1.1 then its principal symbol P can be

reduced, after a multiplication by an elliptic symbol and a symplectic change of

coordinates, to

(2.2) p(y, t]) = t]x + i[ykx2~ln2+pk_x(yx,y2)rin + R(y, n')],
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near y = (y0,nf), y0 = 0 £ R" and r¡0 = (0, ..., 1) £ Rn, where pk_x ^

0 is a real homogeneous polynomial of weight k - 1 for the weights K =

(kx, k2, k/2, ..., k/2, k) and the remainder R = 0K(-\).

We recall that a function f(y, r\) is homogeneous of weight w for the

weights K if, for t > 0 and (y, t]) e R2" , it is

f(t\ , tS2, tkl2y,, ..., tky„ ; *"*■ nx, -, r\) = twfi(y, n).

If h is a holomorphic function defined near y , then we write h = 0K(w) if

every term in the Taylor expansion of h is of weight greater than or equal to

w for the weights K.

Next, for any ô £ (0, 1) we consider the following change of coordinates:

yx = àyx .
y2 = ôkly2,

yj = ôkl2yj,       3<j<n-l,

jit.
V   = o  V .

Then the symbol p(y, n) in (2.2) is transformed to

PiP, fi)= ¿In i A i[ykf~X f¡2+ pk_x(yx, y2)nn+ ôXlk R5(y, fj')]],

where R¿ consists of all terms of 7? each multiplied by a positive power of S .

If we multiply p by ô, replace ôx/ by a new ô, and drop the tildes then

we obtain the following final normal form for the principal symbol of our

operator P :

(2.3) p(y, n) = nx + i[ykf~xn2+ pk_x(yx, y2)tin + ÔR(y, r¡)].

Construction of phase function. Let L be the vector field with symbol

Liy ,n) = nx + i[ykf~l"2 + pk_x(yx, y2)r¡n].

The function
7 ,   ■  !     k2

Z=y2 + iTyf

satisfies the equation LZ = 0. Also we can find real homogeneous polynomials

A(yx,yf) and B(yx, yf) of weight k for the weights (kx,kf) suchthat LW =

0 with

IV = yn+B(yx,y2) + iA(yx,y2),

where A ■£ 0 and A is of the form

(2.4) A(yx, y2) = c0yk + cxykfkly2 + ■■■ + cly\~lKyl2,       k-Xk2>0.
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We let

<pfx,y) = iC(xx -yx)2 + ^(x2-Z)2

(2.5) • n-\
,   ' W \2       l i uz k/k,,2

+ 2 2^{XJ - yi] + 2{X" -W~axi    ) .

7=3

where C is a large constant to be chosen, a = 0 if «V//c2 is not an integer, and

a £ C will be chosen later if k/k2 is an integer.

The function <p0 satisfies the equation

(2.6) ^SL+L(Po = o.

Let (x0, yf) £ C2" , x0 = y0- inQ, and (y0, nQ) = y be as in (2.1). By the

Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem, there is a holomorphic function <p(x, y) defined

near (x0, yf) and such that

(2?) IL.,^).^^).
tp(0,x' ,y) = tp0(0,x' ,y),

where p is given by (2.3). By (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) we have

(2.8) <p(x, y) = tpfx, y) + 0(0).

Let

<px(x,y) = -Ztp(x,y),    y£R", x£C".

Then by (2.5) and (2.8) we have

tpx(x,y)= -C(yx-$txx)2 + C[Zxx]2

-l-(Xx2-y2)2 + ±(%x2-±ykfy

(2.9) -{D^-'AÎEp«/
;=3 j=3

- 5 (**„ -yn- Biyx, y2) - Waxkfy)2

+ i(3x„ - A(yx, y2) - *[axkfy)2 + 0(0).

The critical points of <px(x,y) as a function of y e R" are of the form

C
y, = Kx, + O

y2 = Sx2 - 3xn|^-(3tx,, 5Rx2) + higher order + 0(S) + O (^\ ,

yj = XxJ + OiS),        3<j<n-l,

yn = ,Stxn + 77(5rx,, SRx2) + higher order + 0(0) + O (-L J .
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Let O(x) be the critical values of tpx(x, y), y £ R" . By (2.9) and (2.10)

for 3x¡ = 0, Xj■ = 0, j = 3,..., n - 1, and xn = -i we have

0(3tx,, x2, 0, .... -i) = i (öx2 - ^[Hx,]*2)

(2-11) + ^ + ^(3Lt1,3tx2) + 3[ax2/¿2]

+ higher order terms + 0(ô) + O í -= ) .

We let

(2.12) SRx, = (rc29íx2)1/fc2.

By (2.11) and (2.12) we have

O([/:23x2]1/<:2,x2,0,...,-0

(2.13) /1\
= 3>(x0) - Q(x2, xf) + higher order terms + 0(3) + 01^1 ,

where

Q(x2, xf = -A(\kf$xf)lkl, 5Rx2) + S[axk,kl].

Then by (2.4) we have

(2.14) Q(x2, x2) = [3fx2]/c/fc2_A(^0[3x2]'1 + ^[^^"'SÍXj + • • • + í7a[3íx2]A)

+ %[ax2/k2].

We have the following

Lemma 2.2. Let Q(x2 , xf) be as in (2.14). Then there exists an open sector S

in C with

angle of S > -¡-pr-   and   Q(x2, x2) > 0 on S

except possibly on a ray inside S, where Q(x2, xf) = 0.

Proof. Assume first that k/k2 is an integer. Then we choose a e C such that

the polynomial Q(x2, x2) does not have harmonic terms. Thus

g(x2, x2) = |x2| «?(x2, x2),        degq = k/k2 - 2.

The polynomial Q(x2, x2) vanishes on at most k/k2 - 2 lines passing through

the origin. Therefore there are at most 2(k/k2 - 2) open sectors on each of

which Q has the same sign. Since k and k2 are odd integers, there exists an

open sector S such that

angle of 5 > 2{k/¡*_2)> j^   and   Q > 0 in S.

Next we assume that k/k2 is not an integer. Then let a = 0 to get

(¿\X2, Xf) = (^sx2) qfx2, Xf,
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where qx is a polynomial of degree X. In this case we have that qk vanishes on

at most X lines passing through the origin. These lines form at most 2X open

sectors on each of which qx has the same sign. Taking into account the form

of Q and the fact that k2, k are odd numbers we conclude that there exists

an open sector S, which might contain a ray on the line 3x2 = 0, such that

angle of S > 2n/2X > n/(k/k2) and Q> 0 on S except possibly on 3x2 = 0,

where Q = 0. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2.

The following lemma describes a condition on Q which, as we will show

later, is a sufficient condition for the operator P to be analytic hypoelliptic at

y . It is an extension of Lemma III. 1 in [3]. The proof given here was suggested

by J. E. Fornaess.

Lemma 2.3. Let Q(x2, xf) be as in (2.14). Then there exist a domain D c C,

OeZ), and a holomophic function f(x2) on D and continuous on D with

[Q(x2,x2) + Rfi(x2)]dD>0,       f(0) = 0.

Proof. Let x2 = z = x + iy. If S is as in Lemma 2.2, then we can choose p

such that angle of S > n/p > k/k2. Then after a rotation we can assume that

Q(z,z)>0   if|argz|<^-,  z¿0,
(2-15) ¿fi

Q(z,z)>0   if argz = tf) for some tp,  \tp\ < —.
¿p

Let

G = {z£C: \argz\ < n/2p,  |z|<l}U{0}.

For e > 0 we let

GE = {z-e:z£G}.

If «3 is small enough then by (2.15)

(2.16) Q(z,z)>0   on{ze Ge:|z + e| = 1}.

To make things clear we draw a picture (Figure 1).

The region G is enclosed by the segments OxAx, OxA\ and the arc AXA'X .

GE is the region enclosed by the segments 02A2, 02A2 and the arc A2A2. The

polynomial Q(z, z) is nonnegative in the region G' enclosed by the segments

OxA3, 0XA'3 and the arc A3A'3.

Let h be the harmonic extension of -Q from the boundary of Ge to its

interior, i.e., h is the solution to the following Dirichlet problem:

Ah = 0,        h = -Q on 3Ge.

We shall show that if «3 is small enough then

(2.17) h(0)<0.

If (2.17) holds then we let fi = u + iv , where u = h - h(0) and v is the

conjugate harmonic function of u with v(0) = 0.  The function / satisfies
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Figure 1

the required condition on the domain GE which we choose to be the needed

domain D.

We shall divide the boundary of G£ into three parts. Let bx be the part of

dGe with SRz < 0, i.e., the two segments 02N2 and 02N2, b2 be the part of

dGc that consists of the two segments N2A2 and N2A2 , and b3 be the part of

the boundary that consists of the arc A2A'2. By the homogeneity of Q we have

that

(2.18) \Q(z, z)\ <cek/kl    onbr

Let N2M2 and N'2M'2 be the part of b2 that is outside G'. If z is on these

two segments then \z\ < ce and

\Q(z, f)| <c\z\k'kl ^celzl^2-1.

Since Q is nonnegative on M2A2 and M'2A'2 it suffices to show the estimate

(2.17) when

,«c/«t2-l
(2.19) |ß(z,z)|<ce|z| and     Q < 0 on b2.

(Note. The constant c is different in these inequalities and it is independent

from e .) Since by (2.16) Q is positive on the arc A2A2 , except possibly at one

point where Q = 0, we have that there exist a subarc T of the arc A2A'2 with

(2.20) 0<c<Q(z,z)    onT.
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Figure 2

\Q(z, z)\ < ce ' 2    on NN

(k/k^-D/M

Next we map the region G£ onto the half unit disc by the map z ^ z + e

followed by the map z «-> zß . This is shown in Figure 2.

The origin is mapped to the point eß, hx is mapped onto the segment NN'

with | N\ = | N'\ = ceß, b2 is mapped onto the two segments NA and NÄ,

and b3 is mapped onto the half unit circle C'.

If we denote the transformed Q again by Q then by (2.18) we have

(2.21) """-   »m^~*/*2

By (2.19) we have

(2.22) \Q(z, 2)| < cey^'"2'"'"   and   Q < 0 on NA and N'A'

By (2.20) there exists an arc T1 of the half circle C' such that

(2.23) 0 < c < Q(z, 2) on r'   and   Q > 0 on C'.

We shall again denote by h the harmonic extention of -Q from the bound-

ary of the half unit disc to the half unit disc. To show (2.17) it suffices to show

that

(2.24) hie") < 0.

To prove (2.24) we map the half unit disc conformally to the unit disc and

then we use the Poisson integral

for the unit disc to estimate h(efl).
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By (2.23) the contribution 73 to h(eß) due to the values of Q on the half

circle C' is

(2.25) 73 = -ce' c>0.

By (2.21) the contribution to h(eß) due to the values of Q on the segment

NN' is 7, with

(2.26) l/J <cek'k\

Finally by (2.22) the contribution 72 to h(eß) due to the values of Q on

the segments NA and NA' is

T i ^       Í e (k/k,-l)/ß j       .       \+ß   f      («c/«c,-l)Au-2 j
I7\<c /   -=-7r-ey     2        dy < ce y     2 dy.

Je" V   + e ß Je"" le" y2 + e2ß

Since p can be chosen such that k/k2 = p + a, with 0 < a < 1, the last

integral is equal to

/•'        1 ,   _    __p_
Js vi+(i-«)/^   y ~     1 -

Therefore,

(2.27) \I2\ <cxe      +c2e      .

1
1

.l-Q

0<a< 1.

By (2.25), (2.26), and (2.27) we see that 73 is the dominant term for e > 0 and

small enough. Therefore inequality (2.24) holds and this completes the proof

of Lemma 2.3.

Lemma 2.3 provides a sufficient condition for the p.d.o. P to be analytic

hypoelliptic at y (see [3, 6]). In the following we give an outline of the proof

of this fact.
2«!

Let (x0 ,yf)£ C     with

(2.28) xo = ^0 - irio '     fro >%) = yis given °y (2-1)-

We can find an elliptic classical analytic symbol a near (x0, yf) (see [9])

such that the Fourier-Bros-Iagolnitzer transformation defined by

(Tu)( x,X)= I
JR"

eUip{x'y)a(x,y,X)x(y)u(y)dy,       X>0,

with x € C^°(R"), x = 1 near >o > an<i 9 given by (2.7) reduces the operator

P, with principal symbol given by (2.3), to complex 7) ; i.e., there exists an

£[ > 0 such that

(2.29) -DXT-TP \u(x,X)
jmx)-et]

near x,o-
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Now let « be a distribution defined near y0 and such that Pu is analytic at

y . By (2.29) it follows that there exists e2 > 0 such that

(2.30) \DX Tu(x,X)\<eKmx)~h]   near x0.

To prove Theorem 1.1 it suffices to show that there exists e3 > 0 such that

(2.31) \Tu(x,X)\ <emx)~Ci]   near xQ.

Relation (2.31) follows from (2.30) and Lemma 2.3.   In fact, by (2.13) and
Lemma (2.3) we have that there exists e4 > 0 such that

(2.32) [Q([k2Zx2]X/k2, x2, 0, ..., -i) - fftf(x2)]0D < <P(x0) - e4,

for C large enough and «5 small enough. Notice also that for (2.32) to hold

we may need to replace D by a dilation of D.

By (2.32) we have

(2.33) <¡>([k2Zx2]x/k2, x) - Kfix2) < 4>(x0) - e4/2

if x2 e dD and |x" - x„ | < r for some r > 0, where x" = (x3, ..., xf).

By (2.30) and the fact that fi(0) = 0 we have

(2.34) \Dx[e-Áf{X2)Tu(x,X)]\zemx)-e2/2]   near x0.

By (2.33) we have

(2.35) \e-Áf{X2)T([k2Zx2]x/k2, x', X)\ < exmx^J2]

if x2 e <97J> and |x" - x'¿\ < r.

By (2.34), (2.35), and an integration along x, we have that there exists e5

such that

(2.36) \e~kf(X2)Tu(0, x , X)\ < em(Xa)~i>],

where x2 e 3D and |x" - x'¿\ < rx, for some rx > 0.

Now we apply the maximum principle in x2  in D and we use (2.36) to

obtain

(2.37) \e-XAx2)Tu(0,x',X)\Zemx^],        x2£D,  \x"-x¡\<rx.

By (2.34), (2.37), and an integration along x, we get

(2.38) \e~kñX2)Tu(x, A)| < exmXo)~h]   near x0 for some e6 > 0.

Since f(0) = 0, relation (2.38) implies that

(2.39) \Tu(x,X)\<em(x°]~£j2]   near x0.

By (2.39) we obtain (2.31) which completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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